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Anne Deane, The Freyja Foundation
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$20,000+
John R. and Margrite Davis Foundation
KCL Foundation
Craig McKibbin and Sarah Merner

$10,000+
Dennis Nelms
Greg Schaffer
Joanne Ernst and Jim Collins
Jon Krakauer
Kay Collier
King and Tracy Grant
Lasky-Barajas Family Fund
Naoe Sakashita
Palmer Family Charitable Fund
Pete Buhl
The Colorado Health Foundation

$5,000+
Anne Watson and Thomas Isaacson
AssetMark Inc
Charlene Lieu
Charles and Judith Goldman
Chris Ticknor
Ethan Evans
Hiemstra Family Charitable Giving Fund
Jim Bodenhamer
John Meerschaert
Michael Eberle-Levine
Robert Price
Ruth H Brown Foundation
Sophia Cui
The Sam Lightner Foundation of Wyoming Inc
The Theodore G Baldwin Foundation
Tommy and Rebecca Caldwell
William Kind
Yvon Chouinard
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Alex Kutches
Andrew McDermott
Bryan Pletta
Capacity LLC
Carl Schaefer
Charlotte Fox
Conrad Anker and Jenni Lowe - Anker
Dan Weinstein
Henry and Peyton Lester
Jeff Buhl
Jimmy Chin
John Sirois
Jonah Harrison and Annie Tegen
Josh Miller
Kevin Christopher
Mark and Claudia Clancy
Nick and Megan Wilder
Pinida Jan Moolsintong
Randolf Reddig
Ryan and Xiaomin Gellert
Shelma Jun
Stephen Gosling
Steven Russell
Vanguard
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Aimee Hunt
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Allen Steck
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Amy Gurrentz
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Andrew Christopher
Andrew Hodge
Anthony Bubb
Benjamin Vernon
Benjit Hull
Berro Family Foundation
Bill and Judy Buhl
Bill Belcourt
Blue Ridge Charitable Trust
Bob Siegrist
Bonnie Kamps
Brady and Lucia Robinson
Brian and Stephanie Spector
        Brianna Chrisman
        Bryan Felkoski
        Bryant McDonnell
        Burke Edwards
        Catherine Hollis
        Cece Yu
        Charles Lamb
        Chase Estrin
        Chris Lynch
        Christian Beckwith
        Christopher Cowart
        Christopher Hyde
        Colin Kearney
Community Foundation of North Central Washington
        David Smith
        Deborah Wallach
        Del Masco Fund
Desiderata Institute Inc.
        Diane Madigan
        Donald Brown
        Dorothy Houghton
        Dr. Miriam Nelson
        Ed Diffendal
        Edward de la Rosa
Ellen and Erik Weihenmayer
Ellen del Valle and Peter Thies
        Eric Ellenoff
        Eric Janecek
        Eric Schenfeld
        Eric Watson
        Evan Poncher
        Evening Galvin
        Frank Wu
George Lowe III
Heather McGonegle and Eric Distad
        Jake Douglas
        James Collins
        James Frank
        James Garrett
        Jarret Kinder
        JB DeVries
Jeff and Jane Bowman
        Jeff Crystal
        Jeff DeBernardi
        Jeff Kilpatrick
        Jeffrey Rueppel
Jenna and Dylan Johnson
        Jerry Buck
Jessica Yates
Joe and Arun Sambataro
Joe Gassmann
Joe Oh
John B Woodard
John Climaco
John Peterson
John Sheu
John Williams
Jonathan and Petrina Fisher
Jonathan Ebinger
Jonathan Rapaport
Joseph and Judy Sambataro
Joseph Hettinger
Joyce Ferris
Kathleen Smith
Keith Rampmeier
Ken Wagers
Kenton and Amy Brown
Kerr/Flanagan Fund of Horizons Foundation
Kevin and Rebekah Lawlor
Kevin Duncklee and Seevun Kozar
Kevin McGarvey
Kristo Torgersen
Kristopher and Jill Klein
Laura Deschenes
Leta Kalfas
Lincoln Financial Foundation Inc
Maria Enrione
Marijke and Jay Mccandless
Mark and Cathy Baum
Mary and Gary O'Brien
Mary Jo Kennedy
Matt Walsh
Matthew Juaire
Mayor's Cup Championship
Micah Kornfield
Michael and Janelle Anderson
Michael and Rayna Personick
Michael Hartman
Michael Kennedy
Michael Personick
Michael Riley
Michelle Napoli
Nick Rhind
Norman Wang
Paul Meehan
Paul Minault
Paul Nadler
Peter and Jennifer Heekin
Peter and Kathleen Metcalf
Philip and Iliana Mindlin
Rebecca and Michael Lambert
Richard and Joan Ringoen Family Foundation Inc
Rick and Gerry Accomazzo
RJ Campbell
Robert and Jennifer Stephenson
Robyn, Didier, Brooke, and Shawn Raboutou
S.A. Gardner Fund
Salzwedel Family Fund LTD
Sandy and Gale Dunlap
Sara Ransford
Sarah and David Apple
Sarah Faubel
Seamus Kelly
Seth Michael Dee
Shawn Shafai
Stacey Melnick
Stanislaw Antol
Stefan Georgi
Stephen Jones
Stephen Lander
Stephen Sponagle
Steve and Laura Dawson
Steven Dimmitt
Tanya Bradby and Martin Slovacek
Texas Mountaineers
The Maxfield Foundation
The Maxwell Foundation
Tim Banfield
Tom Seawell
Tomas Matousek
Tommy Guy
Tony Rousmaniere
Vito Esposito
Wendy Hanna
YCF-Stallard Family Fund of the Sacramento Region Community Foundation
Yinlan Zhang
Zack Stanevich

$500+
Aaron Applebaum
Alessandra DeMarchis
Alfred Riddle
Allen Peery
Allison Finn
Andre, Henri, Joseph, and Kristin Pech
Andrei Gnepp
Andrew Kowles
Andrew Neuman
Andrew Ramsey
Andrew Seier
Andrew Smith
Ariel Zucker
Arlene Corey
Artie, Maureen, Ian, and Joel Rothman
August March
Basil Newburn
Ben Hamilton
Ben Toews
Bentley Brackett
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
Bob Berger
Bob Fong
Bob Miller and EJ Romero
Boston Scientific
Brad Fentress
Bradford Johnston
Brandon Rooney
Brendan Aiken
Brendan Bernard
Brent Boe
Brian Aldrich
Brian Bister
Brian Donovan
Brian Vaughan and Jane Mason
Bruce Pech and Wendy Weiss
Bryan O'Sullivan
Cameron Dunn
Carey Roberts
Carla Geisser
Carol Wong
Casson Family Fund
Chad McDaniel
Charlie Boas
Charlton Jordan
Chelsea Canan
Cheri Michel
Chris and Anne Perrote
Chris Tirrell
Christine T Yeh
Christopher Clark
Cole Fennel
Craig Cooper
Curran Hughes
Curtis Bullock
Cynthia Childs and Rolf Orsagh
Cyril F and Marie E O'Neil Foundation
Dale Wang and Alison Sheets
Daniel Murphy and Barbara Abrahams
Danny Birchman
David and Janet Robertson
David and Jean Ross
David Goeddel
David Keith
David Lott
David Parker
David See
Deborah Frank
Debra and Mark Melvin
Denise Danielson
Diana Salter
Diana Vernazza
Dina Fine
Dirk and Nancy Tyler
Donald Graham
Donn Goodhew
Doug Colwell
Doug Cosby
Edmund Davis
Eli Gottlieb
Elizabeth Drummond
Emily Butler
Eric Lundgren
Eric Toberer
Erik Bengtsson
Fred Blau
Gabriel Vanrenen
Garreth and Dawn Miller
Gary and Crystal Pate
Gary Kwasniowski
George Spica
Gloria, Patrick, Holden, and Lili Wallace-Greene
Grace Chang
Gregg Drees
Harvey Trop
Helen and William Mazer Foundation
J Matthew Brown
J. Alex Thomas
Jack and Pat Tackle
Jack Tackle
Jaclyn Feinberg
Jake Kennedy
Jake Swanson
James Duckworth
James Hagar
Janet Peterson
Jediah Porter
Jeff Bosboom
Jeff Bowman
Jeffery Morse
Jeffrey Gleason
Jeremy Stewart
Jessica Villela
Jim Bennett
Jim Buhl
Joel Ager
Joel Nachman
John and Mitzi Raaf
John Newkirk
John Santo
John Tedeschii
Jonathan Miller
Joseph Keto
Josh and Allison Elmore
Josh Lodge
Kateri Ahrendt
Katherine Tsai
Keith Cole
Kelly Kang
Kelsey Hansen
Kenji and Susan Haroutunian
Kevin Donahoe
Kimberly and Tom Krajna
Kris Karlen
Larry Achenbach
Larry Casper
Laura Murphy
LeeAnne Edwards
Leslie Choong
Linda and Chip Louie
Linda Lee
Lisa and Ross Macfarlane
Lisa Huston
Lorraine Kan
Lucian Hand
Madison Brandt
Marc Nichols
Marialaina Lefebvre
Mark Parker
Marni and Tessa Epstein
Marte Lightstone
Matt, Amy, McKenzie, and Max Compton
McGibbon Family Fund - Robert McGibbon
McKee Family Foundation
Melissa Hill
Michael Allen
Michael and Jennifer Tennican
Michael Frost
Michael Greeby
Michael MacElhiney
Michael Morris
Michael Patz
Michael Wehrle
Mike Fischesser
Mike Piper
Miles Crawford
Molly Baab
Molly K. Garland
Ms. Marie Clifford
Nancy Patz
Nathanial Beckwith
Nathaniel Flick
Nicholas Staudaher
Nola Yee
Obermeyer Wood Investment Counsel Obermeyer
Paul and Norma Fish
Paul Certa
Paul Diefenderfer
Peter Beutler
Peter Horan
Peter Russell-Clarke and Jan Moolsintong
Phil Powers
Phyllis Ponte
Randall Slusher
Randy and Carolyn Taylor
Rebecca and Craig Ward
Rebecca Crandall
Richard Booth
Richard Stohlman
Rick Spanel
Rita Look
Robert Boyd
Robert Wu
Roger Taylor
on and Becky Stradiotto
Rue Mapp
Ryan Redmond
Ryder and Renee McCormack
Samuel Solomon
Samuel Young
Sarah Bishop
Scott Barron
Scott Prawalsky
Sheila Draper
Sherrie McConaughey
Siemay Lee
Simon Kwok
Snowmass Patrol Foundation
Spencer Alexander
Stephen Reisman
Stephen Sullivan
Steve Bishop
Steve House
Steve Mardenfeld
Steve Schofield
Steve Smith
Steve Swanson
Steven Bott
Steven Wright
Strawn Cathcart
Susan Odson
Thomas and Kathryn Hornbein Fund
Thorbjorn Rasmussen
Tim Gordon and Lisa Gordon
Todd and Donette Swain
   Todd Paige
   Toni Apgar
Tormey Family
Tristan Massie
Tyler Williams
Vicky Wong
Vijay Nama
Wally and Helen Obermeyer
   Walter Wadlow
Dr. William Kilpatrick
William Thomas
Winston and Jeanne Warme
   Zac West